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Abstract

• Conventional wisdom assumes that massive scalability and maximal performance are primary goals for
most web sites. Achieving optimal scalability and
performance requires low-level optimizations; thus,
developers must be exposed to low-level architectural details.
• Conventional wisdom also assumes that each web application is highly unique with respect to its computation model. According to this assumption, web sites
have so many ways of accessing data, and so many
ways of computing over that data, that a generic distributed runtime would be too inexpressive or too
inefficient. Thus, each application needs a software
stack that is tightly customized to that application’s
data flow.
We believe that both of these assumptions are wrong. For
example, intuition suggests that, if a site has millions of
users, it must require an enormous number of back-end
servers. Empirically speaking, this claim is false. For
example, Stack Exchange (which runs sites like Stack
Overflow) has 4 million users and 560 million page views
a month. However, Stack Exchange only needs 25 servers
to handle this load [46], a load that amounts to just 216 requests per second. Bitly, which provides URL shortening,
handles 6 billion clicks a month, and 600 million shortening requests each month. Bitly requires 400 servers,
but only 30 are dedicated to incoming client traffic, with
the rest allocated to asynchronous data organization and
analysis [8].
We also dispute the notion that most web services are
so structurally unique that they require highly-customized
back-ends. Radically different desktop applications are
built atop a common set of POSIX abstractions; similarly, web services use common subsystems like key/value
stores, load balancers, and publish/subscribe frameworks.
In today’s world, developers must implement both servicespecific logic and the distributed platform that will implement that logic. But if the distributed platform is sufficiently generic to be offered as middleware, it makes no
sense for developers to constantly reinvent it, particularly
if most sites do not require the ultra-high performance
that demands a customized back-ends.
We propose that, for most web applications, the systems community should not focus on performance. Instead, the community should focus on ease of development, deployment, and management. Performance is im-

Conventional wisdom suggests that rich, large-scale web
applications are difficult to build and maintain. An implicit assumption behind this intuition is that a large web
application requires massive numbers of servers, and complicated, one-off back-end architectures. We provide
empirical evidence to disprove this intuition. We then
propose new programming abstractions and a new deployment model that reduce the overhead of building and
running web services.
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Motivation

Developing and maintaining a large-scale web application is a daunting task. Programmers and operational staff
must understand a complex, multi-tier software stack that
contains multiple abstractions (and multiple configuration knobs) for computation, storage, and caching. For
example, developers must tune the resource allocations
for VMs [41], and worry about whether automatic scaling
mechanisms are sufficiently responsive to bursty workloads [28]. Developers must select the proper representation for low-level data (blobs? tables? SQL as a service?
files accessed via SMB or HDFS?). Atop that storage
layer, developers must create higher-level functionality
like text searching [5, 16, 45] and cross-node messaging [1, 3, 35]. The client-facing front-end often requires a
load balancer [19, 21, 48]. To detect failures, developers
need a distributed monitoring system like Opserver [38],
Nagios [34], or Ganglia [18]. Developers must also connect server-side storage and computation to some kind of
client-side JavaScript framework [2, 7]. Given this vast array of building blocks, the construction and maintenance
of a web service is an intimidating feat of engineering.
Why are developers forced to reason about such lowlevel details? We believe that there are two reasons.
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portant, but it must be understood in the context of a
scalability target, and observation tells us that fewer than
a thousand servers can support complex web sites with
millions of users. These observations raise interesting
questions: What abstractions should we present to web
developers who only need to scale their sites to hundreds
of machines, and to thousands of requests per second?
What interfaces are simple yet expressive enough to support modern web services? In the rest of this paper, we
explore these questions, with the goal of dramatically
lowering the burden of developing, deploying, and maintaining a web service. We sketch the design of a new
web architecture, called Mjölnir, that tries to resolve the
tensions between programmability, scalability, and maintainability, and we describe how Mjölnir can act as a
starting point for additional research.
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Figure 1: Stack Exchange, a site with millions of users, only requires
25 servers. However, developers have to manage a complex software
stack.

Prior work

A variety of commercial offerings try to ease the pain of
developing web applications. For example, Infrastructure
as a Service (IaaS) frameworks like OpenStack [36] and
CloudStack [4] provide distributed building blocks for
more complex applications, supplying components that
manage routing tables, provide block storage, and control
VMs. However, developers still have to write low-level
distributed systems code to connect the modules; furthermore, merely installing and configuring the IaaS service
itself can be a daunting challenge [23, 26].
To reduce developer effort, Backend as a Service
(BaaS) frameworks like Kony [24] and Parse [39] provide higher-level abstractions like push notifications to
end-user devices, and direct support for social network
integration. In the extreme, “no backend” frameworks
like Hoodie [22] optimize for “front-end driven applications”; all web servers deliver the same content to all
clients, with specialized content generated by client-side
JavaScript that pulls data from remote storage or uses
BaaS services for chatting or notifications. BaaS frameworks and no-backend approaches successfully hide many
of the server-side details. However, the level of abstraction is often too high for web applications that require
non-trivial, site-specific, server-side computation, like
real-time streaming analytics over incoming data.
In summary, prior work strikes an uneasy balance between ease of development and semantic richness (i.e., the
expressiveness of the application logic). In the remainder
of this paper, we describe a new model which supports sophisticated applications while keeping development costs
low.
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Figure 2: In Mjölnir, developers create a distributed web service simply by writing HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. Mjölnir’s runtime library
exposes cloud resources using JavaScript objects. Mjölnir translates operations on those objects to server-side interactions; in addition, Mjölnir
automatically configures and manages the hidden server-side components.

servers die, and how client requests are synchronized at
the servers, and a host of additional low-level concerns.
In our new web architecture, we hide this complexity by
making the application obliviously distributed. From the
developer’s perspective, a web service should look like a
JavaScript program running in a web browser that only
accesses local state, even though, behind the scenes, the
service consists of multiple clients and servers that are
scattered across the network.
In our proposed architecture, called Mjölnir, clients manipulate service state by reading and writing the fields of
JavaScript objects; Mjölnir’s JavaScript runtime automatically transforms those operations into reads and writes
of server-side state. To provide data consistency in the
presence of simultaneous client accesses, Mjölnir extends
JavaScript’s preexisting notion of atomic event handlers.
JavaScript already guarantees single-threaded event loop
semantics within an iframe—at any given time, at most
one handler’s call chain is executing. Mjölnir applies

A New Web Architecture

A major source of developer pain is the distributed nature of a web application. The developer must worry
about how servers exchange data, and what happens when
2

these semantics to the distributed service state as well.
Each client-side event handler becomes an atomic transaction over distributed state, with Mjölnir’s back-end guaranteeing that state is updated using a linearizable schedule
of client-provided transactions. As a result, Mjölnir provides the illusion that the distributed service has a single,
global event loop which atomically executes client handlers. JavaScript programmers already use this mental
model to deal with client-local concurrency. Thus, developers merely need to continue applying this model,
and Mjölnir will allow them to write code that safely and
obliviously manipulates distributed state.
A transactional programming model makes it easier
to write strongly-consistent distributed applications [10].
However, transactions by themselves are insufficient
to hide the server-side complexity shown in Figure 1–
developers must still configure, deploy, and monitor a
variety of back-end components like databases and web
servers. To ease those burdens, Mjölnir leverages the observation that a common set of components are useful to
a wide variety of web services. Thus, Mjölnir can deploy
and manage a set of those components automatically. For
example, Mjölnir might predefine one server-side image
that contains Elastic Search, Redis, and Microsoft SQL.
Another predefined image might bundle roughly equivalent components (e.g., Lemur, memcached, and PostgreSQL). In both cases, Mjölnir provides the plumbing
to bind the client-side Mjölnir.js library to the serverside components. Developers merely select the image
that would provide the desired performance or durability
characteristics for the web service; Mjölnir handles the
details of configuring the individual components, deploying them, and dealing with VM management in response
to machine failures or changing client load.
The resulting high-level architecture is shown in Figure 2. In this new architecture, developers write an entire application using HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. Programmers focus on core application functionality which
Mjölnir will translate into concrete distributed operations. Human administrative activity is largely confined
to application-specific activities like updating site content
and managing user ACLs; Mjölnir automatically handles
most of the low-level operational details.
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user’s balance. However, Mjölnir hides these distributed
operations from the developer. Furthermore, given the
client-side JavaScript code, Mjölnir will automatically
generate the server-side of the operations, completely
freeing the developer from reasoning about distributed
abstractions.
Exposing Persistent Storage: To access persistent service
state, a web page invokes JavaScript APIs that are defined
by Mjölnir.js. This library defines two basic storage
interfaces, one for key/value storage, and another for roworiented SQL storage; for example, Figure 4 shows how
the Mjölnir.table object lets a client fetch a row via the
row’s primary key. Mjölnir.js also defines an interface
to perform text search on objects that reside in either
store. From the perspective of the developer, all reads and
writes appear to be local operations on JavaScript objects;
internally, Mjölnir.js uses AJAX calls or WebSocket
connections [33] to exchange data with remote servers.
Defining Transactions: When a page fires a JavaScript
event handler, Mjölnir begins a new transaction. Handlers may fire as a result of user interaction; handlers
may also fire as a result of network data arriving, timers
expiring, and so on. In the bank example, a transaction
starts when the user clicks the “submit” button and triggers the send() event handler. That handler transfers
money between the two accounts, so Mjölnir must guarantee that send() executes atomically with respect to
the event handlers of any other client in the distributed
system. Otherwise, money may appear or disappear in
unexpected ways.
In Mjölnir, a transaction consists of the reads and writes
that are generated by an event handler. If the handler invokes additional functions, the reads and writes of those
functions are also included in the transaction. Since
clients implement transactions using regular JavaScript
code, read and write sets can mention server-side data
as well as client-side JavaScript variables. Thus, if a
transaction is aborted, Mjölnir may have to roll back both
server-side storage and client-side JavaScript state.1 Consider the send() function in Figure 4. Lines 5 and 10
update the transaction’s read set with the table rows belonging to the sender and recipient of the money. Lines
16 and 17 add these rows to the write set. Ephemeral,
function-local variables like fromName do not appear in
read/write sets, but global JavaScript variables can. Note
that a page’s HTML structure creates global JavaScript
variables, since the DOM model [42] associates each
HTML tag with a global JavaScript object. This means
that when a transaction modifies a page’s HTML structure

Obliviously Distributed Transactions

To demonstrate how Mjölnir obliviously extracts serverside transactions from client-side code, we use a simple
bank application (see Figures 3 and 4). This application
allows a user to transfer money from their account to
another user’s account. Like a traditional web service,
Mjölnir stores the canonical application state in the cloud.
Thus, the transfer operation requires activity on both the
client and the server to authenticate the user, performs
balance checks on the user’s account, and update the

1 Each client-side JavaScript environment is single-threaded, so a
transaction which only touches client-side state will never need to be
rolled back, since a client cannot simultaneously execute multiple (and
potentially conflicting) transactions.
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<html>
<body>
<!-- show the user’s current balance -->
Balance: {{ table(’users’).find(user).balance }}

global variable (or a value that is reachable from a global
variable); if the handler’s transaction is rolled back, the
variable must be reset to its previous value.
There are several ways that Mjölnir could log and rollback the JavaScript values that a transaction accesses.
JavaScript rewriting is one such approach. For example,
Crom [30] forces a speculative event handler to update
shadow JavaScript state that is only committed if the
speculated event is actually generated. Crom-style rewriting would allow Mjölnir to log variable accesses without
support from the JavaScript engine. However, to make
speculative copies of foreground state, Crom must use
slow, JavaScript-level reflection interfaces; thus, cloning
can be expensive without developer hints about which
state the event handler will not touch (and thus does not
need to be cloned). To avoid the need for such hints, Mjölnir could represent an application’s JavaScript state using
immutable functional data structures [9, 32], so that updates create new versions of the structures which Mjölnir
can simply discard if a transaction aborts.
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<!-- let the user send money -->
<form>
To: <input id="to" type="text" /><br>
Amount: <input id="amount" type="text" /><br>
<input type="submit" onclick="send();" />
</form>
</body>
</html>
Figure 3: HTML for the bank website. The top of the page shows the
user’s current balance; the bottom of the page lets the user send money
to someone else. To display the user’s balance on line 4, the developer
uses Django-style templating, where expressions between pairs of curly
brackets are dynamically evaluated by Mjölnir.js.
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// transmit some money
function send() {
var fromName = mjolnir.user;
var from =
mjolnir.table(’users’).find(fromName);
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var toName = document.
getElementById(’to’).value;
var to =
mjolnir.table(’users’).find(toName);

Enforcing Consistency: Given client-side machinery for
enforcing transactions, how does Mjölnir allow multiple clients to concurrently (and safely) access serverside data? The most straightforward solution is for
Mjölnir.js to grab server-side locks for the relevant
objects. However, this approach injects wide-area latencies into the critical path of transaction processing. To
avoid those network penalties, Mjölnir.js could use
optimistic concurrency control, reading data over the network and queuing client-side writes; the client would
ship those writes in bulk to the server at the end of each
transaction. The Mjölnir back-end would serialize all
transactions and inform clients which ones committed
and which ones aborted.
Optimistic concurrency minimizes locking overhead if
conflicts are rare, but clients must still block on wide-area
network reads if a desired object is not cached locally. To
completely eliminate wide-area reads, Mjölnir could run
the entire transaction on the server-side. In this approach,
a client would send the JavaScript code in the transaction
to execute, as well as the client-side JavaScript state that
the transaction might touch. The server would then execute the JavaScript code (performing all IOs and lock
acquisitions locally) and send the resulting client-side
state back to the client.2 Shipping the entire client-side
state back and forth for each transaction would require
excessive network bandwidth. So, clients and servers can
use a delta-encoding protocol to maintain a shared view
of the client’s state. Immutable functional data structures
make it straightforward to generate the deltas.
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var amount = parseInt(
document.getElementById(’amount’).value);

14
15
16
17
18
19

if (from.balance >= amount) {
from.balance -= amount;
to.balance += amount;
}
}
Figure 4: JavaScript code for the bank website. The send() function
transmits money from the current user to the recipient indicated in the
HTML form.

(as in Line 4 of Figure 3), the corresponding DOM nodes
are added to the write set.
If a transaction is aborted, Mjölnir may have to roll
back both server-side storage and client-side JavaScript
state. For example, in the banking application, two users
X and Y might simultaneously send() money to user Z.
Mjölnir would allow one transaction to succeed, while
aborting the other and forcing it to retry. This preserves
the atomic execution semantics that developers currently
associate with event handler call chains, and allows developers to ignore the presence of multiple, concurrent
clients.
Implementing Transactions: To determine the remote objects in a transaction’s read/write set, Mjölnir.js merely
has to log which of its remote storage interfaces are invoked by the application. Determining the JavaScript
variables in the read/write set is more difficult, since accesses to those objects are not mediated by Mjölnir.js.
In particular, an event handler can modify an arbitrary

2 Web frameworks like Meteor [29] allow developers to write
JavaScript code that can run on both clients and servers. However,
these frameworks do not deal with transactions, or the more general
issue of hiding the service complexity that we discussed in Section 1.
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Synthesizing Server-side Code: Given the HTML and
JavaScript in Figures 3 and 4, Mjölnir should automatically generate the associated server-side code. If transactions use the third approach mentioned above, whereby
the entire transaction runs on the server, then the server
code is the client code. In this scenario, enforcing access
controls and guaranteeing service invariants is straightforward, since the Mjölnir back-end trusts itself to perform
these checks faithfully. For example, in Figure 4, the
back-end trusts itself to access the tables of both users.
However, the back-end does need to verify that the client
submitted a whitelisted transaction–clients should not be
able to arbitrarily manipulate server-side state. So, instead of supplying raw transaction commands to servers,
a client should submit a high-level transaction identifier
(e.g., transferMoney), the inputs to that transaction,
and the identity of the user (e.g., as described in an HTTP
cookie). Before the server executes the transaction, the
server verifies that the specified user is allowed to execute
the specified transaction.
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Figure 5: Mjölnir’s server-side architecture uses vertical replication
of top-to-bottom stacks. This contrasts with traditional architectures
which use horizontal replication of individual software components (see
Figure 1).
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Automating Server-side Configuration
and Deployment

Abstractly speaking, the server-side of a web application is a black box; this box receives client requests, performs application-specific computations, and returns the
results. Ideally, developers would only need to worry
about the high-level, application-specific logic, such as
table schemas and the associated queries. Unfortunately,
modern web architectures force developers to grapple
with a host of additional low-level details. As shown in
Figure 1, developers have to reason about multiple software components which must be configured, deployed,
and monitored for failure.
Software container projects like Docker [13] and
CoreOS [11] make it easier to deploy software components to physical machines. However, developers still
have to configure and connect those modules. For example, Docker supplies predefined images [14] for popular
building blocks like Redis and Nginx. However, developers still have to stitch those components together to form a
larger distributed service. Furthermore, if developers want
to create their own Docker component, they must engage
in low-level administrative tasks [15]: developers must
pick a base image (e.g., a RedHat kernel), and then construct a DockerFile which specializes the image (e.g.,
by setting environment variables, modifying the image’s
file system, and so on). Difficulty of configuration is a
major pain point for users of modular infrastructure-as-aservice frameworks like OpenStack [31]. Adding, removing, or patching a component typically results in the creation, deletion, or modification of inter-component workflows, and it can be difficult to understand how even small
changes will cascade throughout the system [6, 20, 37].
To scale out, a traditional web service replicates individual software components. For example, Stack Exchange runs multiple instances of the web server, the SQL
database, and the in-memory caching layer (see Figure 1).
Replication is a standard technique for balancing load and
increasing IO parallelism. However, traditional replica-

Many web applications require server-side daemon
code. This code runs in the background, on behalf of the
service instead of a particular end-user; daemons might
back-up data, rebuild indices, or garbage collect unneeded
resources. Mjölnir represents such code as a “headless
web page.” Just like a regular Mjölnir page, a headless
page is written in HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, and it
uses Mjölnir.js to interact with server-side resources.
However, when a developer submits a headless page to
the Mjölnir back-end, the developer sets the page’s daemon flag to true. This instructs the back-end to launch
a windowless server-side browser to run the web page.
The developer can interact with the daemon by detaching
it from the server-side browser and running it within a
developer-side one. However, a daemon page continues
its logical execution on the back-end even if no developer
has attached a browser to it.

Generalizing the Architecture: Our discussion of Mjölnir
has been couched in terms of traditional web technologies
like HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. However, Mjölnir’s
high-level architecture (a simplified wide-area concurrency model with no explicitly written server-side code)
is generalizable to other programming languages and data
representations. For example, to detect read/write sets
and to rollback client-side state, Mjölnir can use software transactional memory frameworks for languages like
Java [12]. and Python [40]. Mjölnir’s server-side components (which we describe in the next section) are also
compatible with arbitrary client-side technologies. Thus,
Mjölnir’s architecture can support native code software
stacks that do not use HTML, CSS, and JavaScript.
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tion only adds to the tangled set of component dependencies that developers must consider. To reduce the management, configuration, and debugging overhead, Mjölnir
replicates vertically instead of horizontally. Mjölnir uses
vertical stacks (or “V-stacks”) of preselected software
components that are packaged into a single VM image. A
single V-stack might contain modules like a SQL engine,
a web server, and an in-memory caching layer. To shard
data across multiple stacks, Mjölnir leverages scalable,
transactional key/value stores like F1 [43]; higher-level
storage interfaces like SQL are layered atop the key/value
store. The Mjölnir front-end coordinates the activity of
clients and servers, enforcing the client-visible abstraction
of a single, distributed event loop (§3), and load balancing
client requests across V-stacks. The resulting architecture
is shown in Figure 5, and has several nice properties:
• Scaling the service is just as easy as with horizontal
replication. Mjölnir creates or destroys V-stacks as
client load increases or decreases; as the number
of V-stacks changes, Mjölnir redistributes data to
balance load.
• Vertical partitioning also simplifies configuration
and management. Whereas Docker supplies predefined images for individual software components,
Mjölnir supplies predefined images for entire serverside stacks. Mjölnir, not the developer, is responsible for properly connecting the individual modules
within a vertical stack. Developers simply choose
the V-stack whose individual components provide
the required characteristics for performance and data
durability. Developers tell Mjölnir to deploy the
chosen V-stack, and Mjölnir handles the rest. Thus,
Mjölnir removes an entire class of potential misconfiguration errors, and allows developers to focus on
high-level application abstractions.
• Vertical partitioning also makes it easier for developers to test their web services. Mjölnir can launch an
instance of the vertical stack on a developer’s local
machine; if that machine also has a web browser, the
developer can test the full, end-to-end service using
only local resources.
Platform-as-a-Service frameworks like AppEngine already expose scale-out, failure-resistant components like
SQL databases and key/value stores. However, PaaS
frameworks still require developers to write distributed
code, often in multiple languages for multiple software
components. PaaS systems also tie developers to a particular set of back-end technologies. In contrast, Mjölnir provides a simpler front-end programming model (a global,
transactional JavaScript event loop) while still allowing
developers to choose their own back-end V-stacks.
A single V-stack contains multiple components, and
in many cases, Mjölnir can leverage off-the-shelf software for these components. For example, a V-stack might

use commodity Redis for a key-value store, and commodity Lemur to perform text search. However, Mjölnir
will require new innovations to automate V-stack configuration, deployment, and failure recovery. Indeed, the
aggressiveness with which Mjölnir can automate these
tasks will determine the extent to which Mjölnir can protect developers from low-level details about server-side
components. Our idealistic vision for Mjölnir is that developers only need to write JavaScript, HTML, and CSS,
with Mjölnir synthesizing (and hiding) the entire serverside implementation. In practice, Mjölnir will have to
expose some view of server-side components, if only to
allow developers to 1) choose which V-stacks to deploy,
and 2) performance-debug those stacks to see if different
stacks should be used. Devising such management and
debugging interfaces is a key area for future research, but
we can already see some potential avenues for investigation. For example, since each V-stack has a cleanly
defined, message-driven interface between other V-stacks
and client-side code, distributed event tracking frameworks like Domino [27], XTrace [17], and Dapper [44]
should help Mjölnir developers to understand bugs. To
debug Mjölnir’s automatically generated server-side code,
developers can leverage source maps [47] which describe
the translation process.
Another challenge involves the partial scaling of a Vstack. Abstractly speaking, a single V-stack is an exemplar for the entire server-side workflow–as client load
increases and decreases, Mjölnir creates and destroys
V-stacks. However, what happens if client workloads increase the stress on some (but not all) components in a
V-stack? For example, if a V-stack contains a search module and a SQL module, what happens if there is a surge
in client requests that skew towards the search module?
At first glance, naïvely spawning entire V-stacks seems
wasteful, since the resources that are allocated to the SQL
modules will lie fallow. However, using transparent page
sharing [49], Mjölnir can coalesce shared V-stack memory pages into a single copy, reducing overall memory
pressure. Newly created VMs can also fault-in memory
pages lazily [25], eliminating copy operations for cold
V-stack resources that will never be touched.
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Conclusions

Designing a complex system is an exercise in trade-offs.
However, the systems community has been making the
wrong trade-offs with respect to large-scale web services.
Conventional wisdom says that ease of development and
deployment must be sacrificed for the sake of scalability and performance. We disagree. By abandoning the
seductive (yet often inappropriate) goal of optimal performance, we can dramatically simplify the development,
deployment, and management of surprisingly large web
sites.
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